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Summary

In this research, we propose a serial, density-contour

based clustering algorithm called ST-COPOT. The

proposed algorithm employs a non-parametric density

estimation approach and contouring algorithms to

obtain spatial clusters from point cloud streams, and

spatio-temporal clusters are then formed by identifying

continuing relationships between spatial clusters in

consecutive time windows. Moreover, the algorithm

introduces an unique data structure called contour

polygon tree. This data structure provides a compact

representation of the spatial clusters for each batch for

different density thresholds. Also, we propose a family

of novel distance functions that operate on contour

polygon trees to identify continuing clusters. We

evaluate our approach by conducting a case study

involving NYC taxi trips data. The experimental results

show that ST-COPOT can effectively discover useful

spatio-temporal patterns in taxi pickup location streams.
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Methodology

1. Obtain a spatial density function through non-

parametric density estimation for the spatial point 

cloud collected in each batch.

2. For each batch, ST-COPOT uses multiple density 

thresholds and contouring algorithm to identify 

spatial clusters which are enclosed by a polygon 

that density is constructed from density contour 

lines of the continuous spatial function created in 

phase 1.  

3. Identify continuing relationships between contour 

polygon trees in consecutive batches, and 

construct spatio-temporal clusters as sequences 

of continuing spatial clusters.

3-phase serial approach:
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Experimental Results

- ST-COPOT practical values

• In the afternoon (2 - 8 p.m.), the density 

near the W 34th St. shows a surge in the 

taxi demand. In the next 2 hours (8 – 10 

p.m.), a disappeared contour tree indicates 

the rush went down. Such information would 

help taxi companies in allocating taxies.

• Spatial clusters are dense regions for taxi

pick-ups. This implies the difficulty in getting a taxi in regions during times when they 

are identified as spatial clusters. This would help frequent taxi users to plan ahead.

- A look into city life 

• Early morning in the east of the Midtown, 

two sub-regions (southwest Time Square & 

the 34 Street Penn Station vicinity) shows 

high density. Their adjacency to bus 

terminals indicates New Yorkers’ love for 

taxi rides after riding public transportations.

• From 10 p.m. to 4 a.m., a high density of 

taxi activities near the Time Square shows 

it’s popularly as a visiting spot in late night.
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